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(54) WASTE TONER RECOVERING DEVICE

PURPOStTo prevent the toner from leaking when the

toner is recovered and carried from a toner carrier

means to a waste toner storage container.

CONSTITUTION: The waste toner recovering device

provided with the toner carrying means 1 disposed witii

a waste toner receptacle edge connected with a part of

a cleaning device, also disposed with a peaked state

discharging part 1a at a tip where the waste toner in a

c.eanfn|unitis discharged, and the waste toner storage

container 2 disposed with a connecting part 4 applied

with an elastic member 24 that is opened by the

discharging part 1a being inserted through, wherein, the

waste toner recovering device is provided with an

opening 3a through which the discharging part l a is

inserted and a blind cover 3. with which the cuts.de of

connecting part is covered, is formed at the connecting

part.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translat.on

,This document has been translated by confer. So the translation .ay not reflect the origina,

precisely. . ^ .

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3Jn the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)] . , . on iatent-imaee support is developed with a

Claim 1] The electrostatic latent the waste toners

toner with a developer. It ,s the waste toner recovery sysx
formation equipment of the

removed by the above-mentioned cleaning^^l^J^^ and amoves a residual

method which imprints the obtainecI
visible imag^^^E^jp^-A toner

toner from the latent-image a"PP°* aft«r !"
tion of tiTshape of cusp which the waste toner

conveyance means to have^^XJ^TZ^ln^ cleaning equipments, and

acceptance end face is connected w.th some
>

aoove
t

.

,n the waste toner

discharges the waste toner^^^^^Zer which has the connection

recovery system equ.pped w.th the wa
n
S
^e

t?"e
h7n

t°
he
g
above_mentioned discharge section keeps

section in which the elastic member O^n^ t̂l^2\oh carries out the description of

putting was prepared The waste toner™^ ^tion is inserted , and having formed

h

cr^ —n section for *• way outside

actuation having been interlocked with and
«J» above-mentioned toner conveyance

covering. M,«+om rharacterized by preparing the above-mentioned

waste toner storageT^tT-S^S^I-r may be taken up. and

hopper for toner supply established m the.above m
seotion of a toner oonveyanoe

removes this wast, toner storage ^"^Smfe^Tby releasing the toner hopper upper part

means The waste toner recovery systern oha™^"a
°^ ~„ edJ and^ above-mentioned

[Claim 5] The cover member which covers tne auo
recovery system

outside of the above-mentioned toner ^^b^whteh gives the

according to claim 1. 2. 3, or 4,^.^^^Z^J^o^ of shaft orientations

energization force of the sense^^^^^ooZ member is prepared, and the

of the above-mentioned toner conveyance means,tc.this^c
rf^ above_

above-mentioned elastic means is

J
<™ discharge section

mentioned cover member to be located in

S**^™*™^ engage with the above-

and it makes the above-mentioned>^^£££Sh^ cover member contacts the

mentioned discharge section. The point of
waste toner recovery system

SS!^^^ above-mentioned elastic member

nttp://w™4,pd..n^
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'm-w he resisted by engagement actuation made to engage with the above-mentioned toner

V
nrmeans of the above-mentioned waste toner storage conta.ner and the above-

ZrtZTcMZltr ma°y displace to the shaft orientations of a toner conveyance means.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

IPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

Sages caused by the use of this translation.

LTM. document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

2****
e

shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

£°001 1 • ttu • _.-+;«- rWelons with a toner the electrostatic latent image

[Industrial Application] This «nv^on
^

e^s
jmprints tne obtained visible image on

formed on latent-.mage.support.
w,th dry^^^J^ 9^ method which removes a

a trans er^^^J^^Z^^ an imprint with cleaning equipment, and^ toTe
rtZX™™ ™£ system which collects the waste toners removed by

cleaning equipment

£°02] • „ of the Prior Art] The equipment which collects the waste toners removed by the

[Description of the Prior Artj ne^ w
f^ method which develops

cleaning equipment in the image J*^J^ latent-image support with a toner with a

conventionally the electrostatic latent
^^/^^sfeTpaper. and removes a residual toner

developer, imprints the obtained visible
is knoWn well (for

from the S which has the recovery room in which this

example. JP.63 *^ as snown in drawing^ . and the toner wh.ch conveys a

Tand^n is cut deep, and a«acnad. and waste

toners are collected to a toner cartridge.

[probLm(s) to be Solved by the Invention] this^^XU^i*
*ere is a trouble of being polluted with a toner near both joint.

s for Solving the Problem] Invention of^-J-JPJ£'J^SSST"
latent image formed on latent-image.

support^^J^^^n. above-mentioned

toner recovery^^'^^S method which imprints the visible

cleaning equipment in the TO8J^^es a residual toner from the latent-image support

image obtained on a transfer ^'^iTtZr conveyance means to have the discharge

after an imprint with cleaning equipment. *
end face is connected with

section of the shape of cusp wh.ch the waste toneJJ^J~^ toner ln the above-

some above-mentionedJ»^^ system equipped with the waste

mentioned cleaning unit to a point. In the waste «
c opened

toner storage container which has^^^^^Zb prepared It has opening in which

section,

. . 2005/06/21
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tnner conveyance means and the above

[0005] When combining the above-meriUo«jd ton
mentioned covering, invention of claim

mentioned waste toner storage fn^"%™™™*
he waste toner recovery system according to

mentioned opening.
aorordine to claim 1 or 2, the waste toner recovery

[0006] In a waste toner recovery system a000™"!?. „d waste toner storage container in the

system characterized by preparing the^J^S^^one has invention of claim 3.

toner supply container of theb«^ n̂^>^i system according to claim 1. 2, or &

[0007] Invention of claim 4 ,s^V^^J the^oner hopper for toner supply in which

By actuation which arranges so that the upper pa.
above-ment,oned

the above-mentioned waste toner J^tSmgo container from the

above up opening of a toner hopper.
reCovery system according to claim 1 . 2, 3 or

[0008] Invention of claim 5 is set to*™*^ rJ^£ above-mentioned discharge section.

4. In the condition that the cover^^^^Xce of the sense which projects in the

and the elastic member toner conveyance means to

method of the outs.de of shaft orientati
g^f^ above-mentioned toner conveyance

this cover member are prepared in *. ™. free condition When it is made for the

means, and the above-menfoned located in the outside of the above-

point of the above-mentionedI
cove ^member^ ed waste toner storage container

mentioned discharge section and it

^f^Tsection The point of the above-mentioned cover

engage with the above-men^one[^^^^J^i covering. It is in the waste

member contacts the outs.de of opening or™ ^e e ,astic force of the above-

toner recovery system^^^^^^t actuation made to engage with the

mentioned elastic member may ^ resisted by eng g
Qned waste toner storageS»K c~mber may displace to the shaft orientations of a

toner conveyance means.LUMCI vvnvw/

[Son] in invention of claim 1, it

outside the connection section, when^keeping putting a way
rf ^^

tip of the discharge section is cut deeply and atcacne
eg^ ft (s

TZtZlZZ iST^^*-- *« *

S^-^ n^ber whict.opens£^^J^^X^
covering combine at™^*"°^™Xd?Cft ] in invention of claim 2 and closed

actuation is interlocked with, and 0P=™n« '^^ner supply container were prepared in one. ft

Ket^eT£ZVZS:£ *nd
t0

. suppliant of a toner wfth one conta,ner ,n

invention of claim 3.
f ^ discharge section was located above up

^f^X£™^Ztt?£> STllp of the discharge sec«on is failen and

contained in a toner hopper.
rovered and the member was prepared, the toner with

[0013] In invention of c aim ^^^S^ in a way outside the shaft orientations

which the energization force of *•^*£
c P^ of a toner conveyance means and— and a member can—

[SamW^
[0015] In drawingJ and dj3WJQg_^ .

a sign

. .. 2005/06/21
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_ ^inp i ;s connected with some cleaning

acceptance end face 1c of ^e toner~^X\oZZ^^ pipe 1 is formed in the

equipments which are not illustrated. Point ™ *™ ^ waste toner in cleaning

shape of cusp, and the discharge section which *«^^*
, , which makes the exterior

s-ssaM toner is formed in the interior of "e

dept. 5 and the connection section 4, the^round hole 14 wh
container 2 is closed

putting is drilled in the center by the round hole 14.

with the elastic member 24 whu* has shttrng
;

o
section ^ js mserted a

. Outside the_cj>nnect,on section^
way. and the covenng 3 w.th which pars ^ans

container 2 is moved in the

ccnnection sections 4 is formed ,n.t
of image formation equipment, as shown in

direction of an arrow head and ,t

f^^^^fcpening 3a and pushes slitting of an elastic

cvawing_2 R> 2. while d.s>ch*re* **£0"] "^toner stores dept. 5 will be reached. Then, the tip

^er 24 open. it w,ll keepputting and^ toner sto ^ ^ ^^
£c^ disch,ge section 1a by getting this impact, this

tttXtftll is caught by^^^^o„«3 . In d^g.3 . the sign

[001 7] Other examples of this «
^attached, and the explanation is omitted. The

same about the same member as sa.d examP'«

'

s

f£ . formed |n the outside of covering 3.

SHATA member 6 which opens and Coses open"^J^ ^ rf^
When spring 6a which has an aperture habit prepare brf*^ container 2 „
shutter member 6 ^lent the shutter member 6 is depressed by

removed from the Dooy on » **»»», condition about opening 3a.

the elastio fer« «f spn"« 6*
"j^Sion of an arro« head in order to prepare rib 6b and to

Kartr:t^

container 2.
. evDlained based on drawing 4 . In drawing^ ,

the sign

[0020] Other examples of this^'JT^^*! above is attached, and the explanation

same about the same member as the J"*""^™ cartridge 1 2 is formed in the upper

is omitted. The sign 9f^^^^^^^^^HW storage container and the

part of a developer 9. A toner cartridge forms m o
gnd has stripping section

sarxr^ — ho,d section 1 2b which ho,ds

Wa^
deterge^Z^rTJX ^ 1

Wl" -P *~—
128

,r..r „h„«a correaoondenoe of the capacity of atripping section 12a and

[0022] If it sets up so that phase °°?e=P°n°en . ,b be carried out mutually, since

the capacity of supplement toner^W^^^Sw C in / for the exchange timing of a

rrrjidge / rXing^nTfb™ unnecessary to prepere» detection of a

rP ingTec^n a

a

nr.

P
a
P
nrla^^^tZ^^ » ***** - *°*

SlboTrsTme miterfflw*— i»- above inched, end the explanation

is omitted.
i «, «f the conveyance pipe 1 . the toner hopper 1 0 for toner

-rt is arraneed - A tonerM° 22 is

L
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formed above the toner hopper 10 so that opening 10a may be closed. The toner cartridge 22

iT^^Jactlon 22a which collects and holds a waste toner, and supplement toner hold

^S^^h^^ toner which supplies a developer, and the way ,s formed m the wrap

covering 33 by the connection section 34 of toner stripping section 22a outs.de the connect

section 34. Point 33a of covering 33 is cut aslant, and is diminished.

SSS A-though connection sector, 22a^^^^ £2."* if a

^7^^^ that opening 10a may be Cosed Even

^ toner^ls from the £ of the discharge section 31 at this time, that toner ,s held ,n the

tt^of tl TonTr hopper 10. without being stopped by the point «
tone^that fell is few, even if mixed with the toner for development in the toner hopper 10. a

Sl^™^ls invention are explained based on»6 and toingjV
'

K In drawings and drawing^ . the sign same about the same member as the member of the

VI .,mnL of the above is attached, and the explanation is omitted.

t£2^The ctTr member 41 of the shape of tubing which can move to the shaft orientations of

[0028] The cover mem°
outside of discharge section 1a. and the spring 42

d.scharge section la free y is

f
™™ between point 41a of the cover

Wh,Ch
h^l

8

a'nd Mcleaning un t 1 1 ,tnd a member 41 projects from the tip of discharge
member 41 and the cleaning

|ocated jn the outside of^ point of discharge
SeC?°n

a whenTspJng 42 is n a free condition. If the elastic force of a spring 42 is resisted ,n

section 1a when a^spnng 42 .sm
, ^ h ^^ 41 q of g memberS SS^andthe waste toner storage container 2 is^oved i,, the

contacuns ««»
, ...

ti of^ discharge section 1 passes opening 3a and

opT«o a f*2t mele?24. ft w„, Keep putting and the toner stores dept 5

tZZl^ntata^^rSrr^ o, dischaf caption U and It is ceught b, the

member 41, and it is lost that a toner disperses near both the jo,nts.

rraSt of the Invention] According to invention according to claim 1. have opening in which the
[Effect of the invention! «ooor ,

connection section, since covering of a wrap
discharge secbon ,s '"f^ed an^d outs.de the =3*°"

connMtion section Although the

rer
,,ides

0
w»™s^n^ toner falls from the tip of the discharge

tip collides with slitting, tnererore 11

member to which the tip of the discharge section is

section when
*"rinf«nTc.1ve tlTtcner that falls, it is lost that a toner

^pers^nee? Cioint and ft is tost that image fonmabon equipment is poiluted with a toner.

BOSuTs^ce the shutter member which opens and closes opening to covenng ™i.prepared

invention according to claim 2 and opening is opened and closed [ the joint

"T in is SocketZ£ and ] when combining a toner conveyance means and a waste toner

^oX ev'en oner falls from a discharge section tip. that a toner d,sperses

^S^Z^S^S^^tZ storage container, and *e toner

L0031J bince invem-ior
recovery of a waste toner and a supplement of a toner

:r*rfoS eff°rt °f exchange of a
,
sry is mit

;

gated -

m032ltinTe the point of invention ****** according to claim 4 and the discharge section was
0032] Since the point or

whjch fe|| from^^ of^ discharge

eot
" fs^^^ it is lost that a toner disperses near the joint

«n?it is lost that image formation equipment is polluted with a toner.

?0033] !n invention according to claim 5, since it covered and the member was prepared the

L0033J in

^
ve™°

ener_jzation force of the sense which projects in a way outs.de the shaft
toner for which^he

means was given to the outside of a toner conveyance

meanfanS wh c fe^rn °he tfp of the discharge section covers, it can receive by the member,

™ Most tnafa tone disperses near the joint, and it is lost that image formafon equ.pment .s

http://www4.ipdl.ncipi.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran.web_cgi_ejje
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polluted with a toner.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for *"*

damages caused by the use of th.s translation.

LThis document has been translated by compute, So the translation may not reflect the original

2

r

****
e

shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

^^^^^
formed on eouipment of th. method which removes e

a transfer paper can.set ,t to the »n g ^ ^^ c| equipment and

ZZtZZ%£Z£ZZZ system which coiiects the waste toners removed b,

cleaning equipment

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

2**w* shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

7rT • *i„n of the Prior Art] The equipment which collects the waste toners removed by the
[Descr.pt.on of Prior *™£

e ^ equipment of the method which develops
cleanmg equipment nti^e.m^ format on q p

|atent_image supp0rt with a toner with a
conventionally the

>

on a transfer paper, and removes a residual toner

t^iS^^^^^^ with c,eaning equipment is known we,
K
(f

h
r

thisfrom the '^entjmag pp
cartridge 50 which has the recovery room .n wh.ch th.s

example, JP'" 2^^^^ as shown in drawing 8 . and the toner which conveys a
recovery systenvholds a waste toner as

stj^t̂ dbythe conduit 51. this recovery system -
W
rer

t0
~ it'^s"to the"capvZXSZ 51a of a conduit 51 was prepared at the

Lner recover^ ro

P
om of a toner cartridge 50 and which is cut deeply and attached, and waste

toners are collected to a toner cartridge.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translate.

1 This document has been translated by compute, So the translation may not reflect the original

2 *^*
e

shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF -THE INVENTION^^^^
discharge sect,on .s inserted and oute.de the conne

connection section Although the

owner bottom was made to formV^^^."^ falls from the tip of the discharge

tip collides with slitting, therefore .t 'V^™™^Jlch the tip of the discharge section is

section when keeping putting to the^^^^^^ that falls, it is lost that a toner

cut deeply and attached It™ s;^^ is polluted with a toner,

disperses near the joint, and it is lost that
n
'"««" tom« «

I

P
prepared

[0030] Since the shutter and closed [ the joint

according to invention according to c»a.m 2 and °Pen'^ ,s p
means and a waste toner

eleven *« «<~~
S-p ears from^^^^ l°Z to^storage container, and the toner

[0031] Since invention ******
*?™™f™ of a waste toner and a supplement of a toner

supply container were prepared m^'^^Jfort of exchange of a supply is mitigated,

are performed by one container an
^2^,S«£g to claim 4 and the discharge section was

[0032] Since the pent o '^^J^^^Er which fell from the tip of the discharge

Tnd it^sTost that image^^^^^^^^er was prepared, the

[0033] In invention accord.ng to claim 5,

f

S.nce * °°v*
jn . way outside tne shaft

toner for which the energization force of theJ"^™^ outside of a t0ner conveyance
orientations of this toner ™™?a™\™™^ it can receive by the member,^^^^^t^ it'* ,st that image formation e.uipment is

polluted with a toner.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2,**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

rProblem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] this conventional recovery system — a toner

since that tip 51a collides with slitting and is shocked, when keeping putting tip 51a of conduit

51 to the cap 51 cut deeply and attached - a toner - the toner at the t.p of a condu,t falls and

there is a trouble of being polluted with a toner near both joint

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and MCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely. . .

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

rh/leans for Solving the Problem] Invention of claim 1 develops with a developer the electrostatic

atent tn^age formed on latent-image support with the toner of fine particles. It .s the waste
latent image rormeu vn .« *

%A/QC+tfa tnnprs removed by the above-mentioned"covery^ ^ ^^
cleaningI^W™"*^*°J™^*"^ removes a residual toner from the latent-image support

menhoned cleaning unit to a po££ the v»ste ^^^ ope

2 °sTter,oo7e?^ - in the waste toner recovery system according to

oWmTohatoterize^^preparing the shutter member which opens and closes the above-

rn^eHntwa's't. toner recovery system according to claim 1 or 2. the waste toner recovery
[0006] In a ""^ ™"eV~° 7^ »

above-mentioned waste toner storage container in the

h fiTriSSe member which gives the energization force of the sense which projects ,n the

1 H ^uteTd ^ orshaftTrientations of the above-mentioned toner conveyance means to

method of the outs.de of^shatt oriental
above-mentioned toner conveyance

^anTa
e

nd
mr a'oov3ned^means is in a free condition When it is made for the

^ p°int
°r^ abovren

"rwa
c

s°t:

er

memfer contiots the outside of opening of the above-mentioned covenng. It ,s ,n the waste

http://www4.ipdl.ncipi.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_eije
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the elastic force of the above-

COiiwiiiv. —

toner conveyance means.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

£SSM £ Ration.

lThis document has been translated by compute. So the transition may not reflect the original

SSTshows the word which can not be translated,

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

OPERATION

section with covering.
opening was prepared, when making

[0010] Since the shutter member which opens
,

and
I

closes ope g P ^ jo,nt

covering combine a toner conveyance
.

means
;

and ^ ^n Mention of claim 2 and closed.

actuation is interlocked w.th. and °P°™*^^ oontainer were prepared in one. it

LtaL™^"-^ supplement of a toner with one container in

invention of claim 3.
discharge section was located above up

£££^iK.tl^ dieoharee eection - fa»en and

Lich the energization force of the « ^ of a toner conveyance meana end

ZZ:^Zt~. and a n,en,ber oan receive.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

P
2

r

:*t
e
shows the word which can not ^s'ated

3in the drawings, any words are not translated.

EXAMPLE

in the

exterior

tAAMVM - — - - - - — - - - —„— ——— --
-^^^^

roOl 5]I In drawing and drawing^ .
a s.gn 1

z ^ some cieaning

SLcVend face 1c of the toner^^^Li°oon^y«o. pipe 1 is forced ir

eauipments which are not illustrated P°,nV» '

"discharges the waste toner in cleaning

Sape of cusp, and the discharge section which
, 1 whjch makes^ ex1

'^^ ^ "" mten0r

'dept. 5 and the connection^^^'^ and the waste toner storage container 2 ,s closed

nutting is drilled in the connect sect,°" a
"J?

radial in the center by the round hole 14

S£ the elastic member 24 wh.ch^ *thich discharge section la is inserted in a

Outside the connection section 4 it has ?P^'n
? _ossjs_occipitalis 3b was formed between the

Way%nd the covering 3 with which Pa-^sjans oss* ooj
^ ^^ ^

connection sections 4 is formed ,n it. If the waste to
format5on equipment, as shown in

direction of an arrow head and it sets^^J* °oening 3a and pushes slitting of an elastic'3 R> 2. -h"e discharge^Ct,0

a

n
nJth^ tonerXesdept. 5 will be reached. Then, the tip

membeT 24 open, it will keep putting, and toner sto y ^ ^ fe^
^charge section 1a collides^^^jSJ.. section 1a by getting this impact this

reSe^^ drawing 3 . In d^_3 .
the sign

L0017]^oiier
examples of this *^JZ£*Z££?£ tl^pianatfon is omitted. The

Lm* about the same member as said example is «.
of -covering 3.

S

SHATA memter 6 which opens and ^•J^^SSS.'i. lower limit section of the

When spring 6a which has an aperture hab,t.m
?
rePare

waste toner storage container 2 is

shutter member 6. and the upper P** °f co™,ng 3 an ^ fi js depressed by

removed from the body 7 of^^^n
.SSi condition about opening 3a.

the elastic force of spring 6a. andI
w,H be ma ^^ ^ ^ ^ gnd tQ

[001 8] If it is made to move in the direct onoT an
? rf format,on

set the waste toner storage container^2 to^the P°**°
ion epuipment KAIDO section 7a

equipment, rib 6b engage-„th guide -J^-j^ ^ring 3. and opening 3a will be opened

[001 9] And the discharge pipe 1 keeps putting *o

bfivsrsr.s^^H^rists^^-
nJt of a developer 9. A toner cartridge 1 2 forms in^on

d has striPPing section
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Sheets Upao that phase eorre^^^^^^^^

t °^d» 22 is moved above the toner hopper 10 »oW
t JP is held in

eTone^atlffrom the tip of the disoharge seoWn 31 at *.a ^ ^

Sr;
h=T:^

contacting as shown in drawing-J .
and tne wa

tion ! passes opening 3a and

XectSn of an arrow head, while the t.p of d^arge ^^ stores d t 5

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

IPO and HCIPI are not responsible for any

SLSs "aused b» th. use of this translate.

, .This document has been translated by computer. Sc the transition may not reflect the ordinal

shows the word which can not be translated.

3Jn the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS - - — •

^^t^ix^'^ °< *•«—*— r™ system in whioh one example

^rSt"" ^secSona, view showin8 the condition that the waste toner recover system

£SS5fiJt^ p«p«*» of 1,10 waste toner recove,v systera in
""
hich other

Effil £t^pC'cTeTew of the waste toner recovery system in which the e*amp,e

ZSXZSS secTna, view of the waste toner recovery system in which the

^pifof further others of this invention «^ „avi made waste t„„er

^n^nrre:!^^ —™ system ofd^
SrSaJ] It perspective view of th. conventional waste toner recovery system.

[Description of Notations]

1 Toner Conveyance Pipe

2 Waste Toner Storage Container

3 Covering

6 Shutter Member

10 Toner Hopper

10a Opening

12 Toner Cartridge

41 Cover Member

42 Spring

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

.o« a npipi are not responsible for any

£L£ cTse/by the use of this translate

LThis document has been translated by computer.

P
2

r

;:i
e

shows the word which can

3Jn the drawings, any words are not translated.

So the translation may not reflect the original

[Drawing_2]
5 </

[DrajwjngjS
6

y
2 ~6a

*6b

[r>awing_4]
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